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General Course Info

Days: 4443: TR 11�00 a.m. - 12�20 p.m.

Days: 5373: TR 16�00 a.m. - 17�20 p.m.

Location: BO 109

Semester: Tuesday January 16th - Friday May 3rd

Holidays:

Spring Break Monday March 11th - Friday March 15th

Easter Monday March 27th - Friday March 29th

Last Day for “W”: Monday March 25th

Last Day of Class: Friday May 3rd

4443 Final Exam: Tuesday, May 7th @ 1�00pm – 3�00pm (same room)

5373 Final Exam: Tuesday, May 7th @ 5�45pm – 7�45pm (same room)

Office Hours

Course Topics List

Week 1-3: Foundations and Basic App Development

Week 1: Introduction to Mobile App Ecosystems; Basic Programming Concepts.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ho6uAP-2KbAX4f_sv9KdA5Eszz7feF5p0I5YRFrXcfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ho6uAP-2KbAX4f_sv9KdA5Eszz7feF5p0I5YRFrXcfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zWZb8OeQ5sQt3oHz_x_Cvm-HS9WrMOl2jKY8DjignGA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zWZb8OeQ5sQt3oHz_x_Cvm-HS9WrMOl2jKY8DjignGA/edit?usp=sharing
http://tinyurl.com/msucal2324
http://tinyurl.com/msucal2324
http://tinyurl.com/msucal2324
http://tinyurl.com/msucal2324
http://tinyurl.com/msufinals24
http://tinyurl.com/msufinals24
https://images2.imgbox.com/fe/95/NM7MD8WY_o.png
https://images2.imgbox.com/fe/95/NM7MD8WY_o.png


Week 2: Principles of Mobile UI/UX; Simple UI Design and Navigation.

Week 3: Basic App Functionality; Simple Data Display (e.g., Text, Images).

Week 4-6: Intermediate Development and First Project

Week 4: API Interaction; Displaying Data from APIs.

Week 5: Introduction to Location-Based Services and Maps.

Week 6: Accessing and Using the Camera.

Project 1: A Basic App incorporating API, Location, and Camera (e.g., a Local Event Finder App)

Week 7-9: Advanced Features and Data Handling

Week 7: Advanced UI Components; Custom Views and Animations.

Week 8: Data Storage and Persistence; Local Databases.

Week 9: State Management; Handling App Lifecycle.

Week 10-12: Networking, Integration, and Second Project

Week 10: Advanced Networking; Handling Complex API Interactions.

Week 11: Third-Party Service Integration (e.g., Payment Gateways).

Week 12: Offline Access; Robust Networking Practices.

Project 2: An Advanced App with Rich Features (e.g., A Social Media App with Post and Photo

Sharing)

Week 13-15: Deployment and Final Project

Week 13: Basic Security Best Practices; Introduction to Testing.

Week 14: App Optimization; Preparing for Deployment.

Week 15: Course Recap; Final Project Presentations and Peer Review.

Project 3 (Optional): Student-Defined Project using all learned concepts

Key Integrations:

Location-Based Services and Maps: These are introduced in Week 5. Students learn to integrate

GPS and maps into their apps, enhancing user experience by providing contextual content based

on their location.

Camera Functionality: Covered in Week 6, where students learn to access and use the device's

camera, a crucial skill for modern app development. This includes capturing, storing, and

displaying images within the app.

Additional Considerations:

Project-Based Learning: Each major project builds upon the skills learned, with increasing

complexity. The first project focuses on basic features, the second introduces advanced



functionality, and the optional third project encourages students to explore creative ideas.

Light Coverage on Security and Testing: While these are critical in app development, they are

covered lightly given the time constraints. However, instill best practices throughout the course.

Practical and Interactive: The course is designed to be hands-on, with a strong emphasis on

practical skills and real-world application.

Grading

Grading within the recent past has become a fluid / difficult endeavor. Projects (programs) do not have

the same integrity that they once did in assessing a students knowledge. Exams, like always, evaluate a

students ability to memorize, cram information, or cheat I dare say, all without really understanding the

topics. So I will be going for a more hands on approach by using oral examinations in conjunction

with code reviews. This means I will sit down with everyone at least once, on a project of my choosing to

discuss with them the code they submitted for grading. This way, whether its a group project or individual

project, I can assess a general understanding from each student for that project. I wish I had time to do

this for every assignment, but it wouldn't be feasible from a time approach.

The grade scale below is not complete, but will change as our class moves forward. I will use a

democratic approach to determining a final grading scale ensuring the majority of the class agrees with

the weights for each category. I will reserve the right to veto ridiculous organized labor's ideas (aka class

getting together and all agreeing on something ridiculous), but will in good faith try to listen to the class

within reason.

Categories Portion of Course ::: Letter Grade Grade Range

Exams TBD ::: A 90-100

Project(s) TBD ::: B 80-89

Final TBD ::: C 70-79

Github TBD ::: D 60-69

Participation TBD ::: F below 60

Presentation TBD :::

Code Review TBD :::

Exams:

Not sure if I want this to be a pure projects based course, or supplement projects with

exams. This will depend on class participation and my opinion on how the class as a whole is

absorbing the information.

Projects:

These are programming assignments. I do not put a lot of weight into projects (programs) as

of late. Starting with Google, then onto Stack Overflow, and now with Chat GPT it's very hard

to determine ones individual work. So I will be assessing your work with a different set of

metrics (Aka Presentations, and Code Reviews).



Final:

TBD. Not sure how I want to approach this yet.

Github:

This is a portfolio of your work. It somewhat defines you as a computer scientist. An ugly

portfolio will not generate interest in you by companies looking to hire. A good well organized

portfolio with strong and detailed explanations of projects will help you get noticed. Oh, and

get you a good grade for this component.

Participation:

What is participation? I know many individuals in class may be shy, especially given the

personality type that dominates our major (including me when I was your age). So how can

you participate?
�. The best way to participate is simply to provide comments and or questions during

class. But as stated above, I know not everyone is comfortable doing this.

�. So, you can post a question pertaining to the previous class or an upcoming class on

Slack. This can be done via DM to me, or on our course channel. Questions drive my

lecture, so they are always welcome.

�. Try and include yourself in conversations that start up on our Slack channel. If you can

answer someones question, or help clarify a requirement, please do so. This also gives

me the opportunity to jump in and fix something that may be ambiguous or confusing

in my assignment.

�. Provide links of cool tutorials, libraries, or assets to the class. Again, if you're unsure,

DM me, and I will help filter. But I will also give you credit for cool finds.

�. Ask questions about my project descriptions on our course channel or in a DM. These

questions are extremely helpful! Every semester I pretty much create new projects,

and this leads to ambiguities or unattainable goals (rarely). Simply asking me to clarify

something on a study guide or project description that you find confusing helps me

tremendously. Again, DM me directly, or post on course channel.

Any communication I receive from ya'll in a DM will be redirected by me to the course

channel. I will leave your name out of my comment if explicitly asked, but good questions

deserve credit, so I usually give credit where it is due. I will never out someone or try and

embarrass someone based on private conversations between myself and that person. Unless

you get embarrassed by praise and accolades, since that's the only way I mention a name in

the public channel based on a private conversation (DM).

Presentation(s):

Presentations may be individual or with a group (instructor preference).

The presentation should show and discuss a specified project. Your discussion will include:

The positives, and negatives of your project.

Positives may include something cool, above and beyond the requirements, or

something you discovered that was rememberable.

Negatives may include the troubles getting particular requirements to work or

particular components you had trouble getting to work. Basically, the portions of

the project you had the worst time with.



Always ask yourself about code efficiency. Did it come into play? Did you think about it

at any point in fulfilling a specific requirement? Was efficiency not an issue at all?

What was the funnest part of the project?

What was the most difficult part of the project?

Showing code specific portions of your code for the above items is a good way to help you

walk your viewers through each of the points mentioned above.

Code Review:

As mentioned above:

I will choose a random project and have individuals describe in detail chunks of code chosen

by me.

This may be in front of class, or simply with only me.

My goal is to find out what you actually know about your project code.

Graduate vs Undergraduate

This is a dual listed course in which I will keep the content for both graduate and undergraduate very

similar. However, the graduate version will contain extra presentation time along with an emphasis on

presenting or teaching contemporary advance topics especially in the areas of: Emerging Trends and
Technologies along with Industry Insights and Best Practices.

Teaching Philosophy

I approach each course with the mindset that every class has a different set of students and not every

lecture or list of topics should be given in a "lock step" manner tied to a calendar. I try and incorporate

current industry topics, student questions, and student interests into my everyday lectures. I will always

cover the core content of the course, but it just may not be in the same order, or using the same canned

examples for each topic every time. A single question may send our lectures off on a path not previously

planned.

I call this my "problem based approach" to teaching. Usually a question is dealing with a specific

problem, so I tailor my lectures to incorporate topics necessary to solve the problem. It also means topics

do not get delivered in the same order every semester. Of course, I guide the solution we use to keep in

line with content commensurate with overall course objectives.

This method of content delivery is not for everyone. But based on the vast majority of course evaluations

most students do enjoy my lecture style and content delivery. Having said this, I know my methods are

not perfect and not every student responds positively. To alleviate distress for those students I create

study guides for each exam. This way no matter what order content is delivered, they have a concrete list

of topics whereby the exam is a subset of those topics. In fact, I give the students more than just a list of

topics to study, I also provide example exam questions to that can be answered as part of the study

process.

How to Succeed



I encourage every student to firstly just go to class! Beyond that, attempt to participate in class

discussions and also ask questions in class. Believe me, classes that have many student questions with a

subsequent discussion, seem do much better in understand a topic as a class.

More importantly you should interact with your fellow students outside of class as well. Start a study

group, post links on Slack, ask questions on Slack! Stay involved with your classmates. Also, if you see

posts on slack, respond to these posts either with a text response or an emoticon reaction to the post. No

one likes to post something, and then feel as no one has read it.

If you need help in understanding a topic, you need to message me immediately so I can either text you a

response, or zoom with you to get things cleared up. And yes I will zoom late into the evening if that is

necessary. I'm not saying I'm at your beckon call, but I try to make myself very available.

Lastly, this isn't totally about your own success, but it helps me succeed. Asking me questions with direct

message or on the course channel is a huge help! I can turn that question into (what the military calls) an

"overhead correction", meaning I can clarify something to the entire class. It does not mean I will use your

name (unless you publicly post it, then that is on you  ), but it does give me the opportunity to clarify

things to the entire class, since most questions tend to be what the majority of students in the class are

thinking.

My View on Cheating / Plagiarism

Most plagiarizing, when it comes to programming, happens for two reasons:

�. You don't have a clue how to solve the problem, so you get a friend or the internet to

help.

This can be ok, if you cite your resource, and only find small snippets of code to work into

your own solution.

�. You didn't start early enough, and you're desperate to get something working the night

before it's due, so you get a friend or the internet to help.

This is never ok.

Both are easy to fix.

�. Come ask me to explain. I promise you're not the only one who is confused.

�. Start early. Then when you get stuck, you can ask for help the right way!

Presentations

Presentations are a major component of your course work. The ability to discuss complex topics in

front a group of your peers is an important skill to have.

Depending on the course, and the size of the class, you may have many presentations, or just one

presentation.

The quality of a presentations that accompanies a programming project is highly coupled with the

quality of your project. A poor project makes it hard to give a proper presentation on a project in

which you did not complete.

On the other hand, an excellent project doesn't ensure a great presentation either.

Preparation is key, and I am ALWAYS available for help with presentations.



I will give specific requirements for each presentation since each project may vary greatly, but in

general project presentations in my course should follow a basic outline:

Project description (if necessary)

A logical progression of your steps in implementing the project. Make sure to include:

Pitfalls (any confusing components that gave problems)

Highlights (any good solutions or components you are proud of)

Summarize the results or final product whether it be the completed features of the

project or the results of any data you processed.

Be prepared! Sometimes showing your project seems easy since you spent many hours writing it

and have a very deep understanding of it, but this does not translate to a good presentation.

A good presentation is well thought out and practiced.

Side Notes:

A well thought out presentation allows you to hide flaws or unfortunate "features" that you

may not want anyone to know about.

I am also much less inclined to ask pointed questions if you have a well thought out and

thorough presentation.

Miscellaneous

Some of these points are duplicated in other places in this document. It's ok.

All students need a Github account

All programs need to be turned in and running to pass the course

General Assignment Rules:

Due dates and times are as listed on assignment and can change with prior notice to class, and

always in your favor (aka more time).

Formatting of programs is important, and will be graded accordingly.

You name is required on ALL documents uploaded or turned in. A handwritten name is not

acceptable.

For any assignment, you will create a folder and include all documents created by you within this

folder for submission. This includes programs, input / output files, readme's, documentation, etc.

This folder will subsequently be uploaded to Github in the repo you created for the course.

Attending class is one of the primary keys to doing well in this class. Students may be dropped for

excessive absences. There is no distinction made between excused and unexcused.

Make-up exams are not given. If I see fit, then I will replace a missed exam with your final exam test

grade (but this is optional to instructor based on circumstances, attendance, participation, etc.).

Late work will be accepted on a case by case basis. Late penalty is 15 points (out of 100) for initial

lateness and 1 half a letter grade (5 points) for every class period until the total reduced is 50 (half

credit). Extremely late work is totally at the instructors discretion on whether it will be accepted or

not.

Programs containing syntax errors are unacceptable and will be returned without grading (your

programs must work).

Periodically homework assignments will be taken up and graded. It is the student's responsibility to

keep up with assignments and to ask questions over the assigned work, even if absent. All

homework assignments are due at the specified time that may or may not be in conjunction with a

class day. All assignments / homeworks will be uploaded via Github.

http://github.com/


Official Course and Department Policies

Attendance Policy

I don't have an attendance policy. However, I do track students attendance and will submit a drop request

to the dean of students for students that have excessive absences. I won't define "excessive" but will

give you a warning before I submit the actual drop request. To alleviate issues, simply communicate with

me about any issues or problems you are having with getting to class, and I will help in any way that I can.

Behavior in the classroom

Students are to assist in maintaining a classroom environment that is conducive to learning. This means

that the presence of electronic devices other than your calculator are not to be seen, heard, or implied,

ever. Questions are encouraged and discussion is acceptable, provided it is pertinent and does not

distract from the lesson.

Make Up Work/Exams/Quizzes:

For planned excused absences: Exam may be taken early by prior arrangement.

For unplanned documented absences: I may replace your exam grade with your final exam grade. I

reserve the right to make that decision.

For unplanned undocumented absences: Zero on the exam

Late Work

Late programs / homeworks will be accepted with an initial 15 point reduction and then a **5 point

**deduction class day. No late programs for last programming assignment.

Computer Requirements: Taking this class requires you to have access to a computer (with Internet

access) to access online course material. Personal computer technical difficulties will not be

considered a reason for extra time to submit assignments, tests, or online discussion postings.

Computers are available on campus in various areas of the buildings, as well as the in the library. Contact

your instructor immediately upon having computer trouble. If you have technical difficulties in the course,

there is also a student helpdesk available to you. The university cannot work directly on student

computers due to both liability and resource limitations, however they are able to help you get connected

to our online services. For help, log into D2L

Policy on Testing Process

The Department of Computer Science has adopted the following policy related to testing.

All bags, purses, electronics (turned off), books, etc. will be placed in the front of the room during

exams, or in an area designated by the instructor.

Unless otherwise announced by the instructor, nothing is allowed on the desk but pen/pencil/eraser

and test papers.

A student who leaves the room during an exam must turn in the test and will not be allowed to

return.

Policy on Programs

https://d2l.msutexas.edu/


Tests will have questions covering out-of-class assignments. Know the material!

Students will be invited to orally answer questions regarding their assignments in my office and

failure to answer those questions correctly will result in deductions from their grades. (Every

student can expect to be invited 1-2 times during the semester to answer questions.)

Computer Science Tutoring

Tutoring is available in Bolin Room 119 & the Office of Tutoring and Academic Support Programs

(TASP) in Moffett Library. A tutor may assist with programs and homework for computer science classes.

The tutor will not do your work.

Academic Misconduct Policy & Procedures

Cheating, collusion, and plagiarism (the act of using source material of other persons, either published or

unpublished, without following the accepted techniques of crediting, or the submission for credit of work

not the individualʼs to whom credit is given). The Department of Computer Science has adopted the

following policy related to cheating (academic misconduct). The policy will be applied to all instances of

cheating on assignments and exams as determined by the instructor of the course. (See below for link to

MSU definitions.)**

1st instance of cheating in a course: The student will be assigned a non-replaceable grade of zero

for the assignment, project or exam. If the final grade in the course, does not result in a one letter

grade reduction, the student will receive a one letter grade reduction in course.

2nd instance of cheating in a course: The student will receive a grade of F in course & immediately

be removed from course.

All instances of cheating will be reported to the Department Chair and, in the case of graduate

students, to the Department Graduate Coordinator.

Note: Letting a student look at your work is collusion and is academic misconduct!

See Also: MSU Student Handbook: Appendix E: Academic Misconduct Policy & Procedures

https://msutexas.edu/student-life/_assets/files/handbook.pdf.

Recording of Class Lectures

Permission must be requested in writing and obtained from the instructor before recording of class

lectures. If permission is granted, the recording may only be used by the student making the recording.

Recordings (or any class materials) may NOT be posted on any internet source without written

permission of the instructor. Failure to adhere to the policy may result in removal from the course with a

grade of F or other appropriate punishment.

University Policies and Procedures

Student with Disabilities

Any student who, because of a disability, may require special arrangements in order to meet the course

requirements should contact the instructor as soon as possible. Students should present appropriate

verification from Disability Support Office during the instructorʼs office hours. Please note instructors are

not allowed to provide classroom accommodations to a student until appropriate verification has been

https://msutexas.edu/student-life/_assets/files/handbook.pdf


provided. For additional information, contact the Disability Support Office in Clark Student Center 168 -

Phone: (940) 397-4140

Policy on Concealed Handguns on Campus

Senate Bill 11 passed by the 84th Texas Legislature allows licensed handgun holders to carry concealed

handguns on campus, effective August 1, 2016. Please note, open carry of handguns, whether licensed or

not, and the carrying of all other firearms, whether open or concealed, are prohibited on campus. Areas

excluded from concealed carry are appropriately marked, in accordance with state law. For more

information regarding campus carry, please refer to the Universityʼs webpage at MSU Campus Carry

Policy *https://msutexas.edu/campus-carry/rules-policies### *. If you have questions or concerns, please

contact MSU Chief of Police Steven Callarman at Steven.callarman@msutexas.edu.

Midterm Progress Report

In order to help students keep track of their progress toward course objectives, the instructor for this

class will provide a Midterm Progress Report for all students in the course through each studentʼs MSU

Portal account. Midterm grades will not be reported on the studentsʼ transcript; nor will they be

calculated in the cumulative GPA. They simply give students an idea of where they stand at the midpoint

of the semester. Students earning below a C at the midway point should a) schedule a meeting with the

professor and b) Seek out tutoring.

https://msutexas.edu/campus-carry/rules-policies
https://msutexas.edu/campus-carry/rules-policies
mailto:steven.callarman@msutexas.edu

